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Abstract—As demand for ever more powerful personal
handheld devices and advanced computing systems continues
to grow, front-end manufacturers have pushed Moore’s Law to
the limit and integrated more functionality into their chips
while at the same time reducing their physical footprint.
Modern chips are now packing more I/O channels into a
smaller area than ever before. Being able to interface these
devices is becoming more challenging and it is up to the
advanced packaging industry to continue to develop
technologies and methods to accommodate this requirement,
while at the same time, reducing costs and increasing
throughput.
There are inherent topographical challenges associated with
the growth of 2.5D and 3D packaging where chips are placed
and interconnected horizontally and vertically. The industry’s
drive for cost reduction is building momentum toward large
format panels and away from traditional wafers. Larger
format panels are exacerbating existing issues, for example,
warpage and film stresses. These variables affect the resist
coating and exposure steps critical for optimal lithography.
Moreover, the current liquid film application methods have
encountered obstacles in meeting uniformity requirements for
these large panel sizes. Non-uniform film thickness can cause
processing variability and poor critical dimension control
negatively impacting yield.
This paper demonstrates the feasibility of a revolutionary
technique in the form of nozzle-less ultrasonic spray
technology in conjunction with a next generation advanced
packaging lithographic system for the creation of high-density,
sub-2.0µm interconnects on a panel format. Performance
parameters including resist thickness uniformity, sidewall
angle and profile, will be compared and analyzed for this
approach and other liquid film application methods. Results
from the examination of the efficacy, cost reduction potential
of this novel method for high-volume manufacturing will be
presented.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Demand for more functionality and power in electronic
devices continues unabated and will certainly continue into
the future. Handheld personal devices, wearables, IoT
devices, and even automotive components are all
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contributing to this momentum. This increased performance
demand is accompanied by a seemingly conflicting goal of
also reducing the form factor of these modern devices. With
front-end-of-line (FEOL) approaching the absolute limits of
what can be packed into a chip, it has fallen to the back-endof-line (BEOL) to shoulder this burden.
Advanced packaging is one of the main BEOL suites of
technologies where significant gains are still being made.
Through the interfacing of chips coming from the FEOL,
dedicated packages can be manufactured to meet the
performance and dimensional requirements of today’s
electronics.
Traditionally, advanced packaging has been a
predominantly wafer-centric affair, in fan-out wafer level
packaging (FOWLP), silicon wafers are diced and
reassembled on reconstituted wafers to allow for the
redistribution of their I/O channels to other locations and/or
chips. In recent years, though, driven in part by the constant
need to increase yields and lower cost, panel-level packaging
has become an attractive alternative with a growing number
of manufacturers investigating and adopting this new
medium.
This switch has the immediate benefit of
mitigating the “square peg, round hole” inefficiency that is
inherent in wafer-level packaging. [1]
The changeover to panel-level packaging is not without
new challenges. Issues that already affect WLP, such as
warpage and film stresses become much more pronounced
when scaled up to much larger panels. Furthermore, the
topographies routinely encountered in modern packages can
potentially create film voids when using traditional coating
methods. These phenomena create immense difficulty in the
crucial lithographic step of coating. Current liquid film
application techniques have encountered shortcomings in
being able to uniformly coat the larger format panels that are
expected in the near future. This non-uniformity directly
impacts the exposure step. Any variation in film thickness
will result in variable dose, making targeting and
maintaining a process window—an especially critical
component for lithographic yield—very difficult.
Spin coating is a classic film coating method that involves
dispensing a puddle on a substrate and then spinning the
material to the desired thickness. The resulting film
thickness is a function of viscosity of the material, spin
speeds used and the duration of the spin. Spin coating is
susceptible to particles on the substrate causing “comets”,

